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I

QUEENSLAND

BRISBANE ,  November  IO.

THE first impression which is gained of Australia

in the long train journey from Melbourne to Brisbane

is one of extraordinary monotony .  I am told that

this is partly due to the circumstance that the railway

line has been laid through a poor belt of country, and

partly to the accident of passing the least interesting

portion of the landscape .  However it comes about,

the effect produced is of a  scarcely  broken tract of

grass  and gum -trees .  From Melbourne  to Sydney,

from Sydney  to the Queensland border ,  grass and

gum-trees stretch on every side.  Day after day the

eyes open on the same unvaried tints of grey and

green  ; night after night stars shine upon the same

spreading masses of foliage grown dusky in the

absence of the sun. One acre is like another, one

mile is like the last. Hundreds of miles are left

behind, and there is nothing to show that the end of

the journey is any nearer . The river  and forest

scenery of Tasmania ,  with its farms and orchards, its

B



II

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY IN QUEENSLAND

HISTORICALLY,  the interest which attaches to the

sugar industry in Queensland is that in fighting the

battle of its own existence it fights the question of

the development or non -development of the tropical

portion of the Australian continent, with all the

important issues that are involved. Actually, it has

another interest of a more immediate and practical

character .  It offers at the present moment a field

for the employment of English labour ,  intelligence,

and capital ,  such as is rarely presented by agricultural

enterprise ,  and the opportunity appears to me to be

one which ought not to be missed for want of know-

ledge of the existing conditions.

The old  system of sugar cultivation concentrated
all the interests in a few hands. The same man  was
planter ,  mill-owner, and manufacturer .  Cultivation
was expensive ,  manufacture unscientific ,  and mill-
owning often supremely unbusiness -like. For a time
prices were so high that nothing mattered ; sugar



III

THE MINERAL WEALTH OF QUEENSLAND

ROCKHAMPTOIy.

THE character and resources of the interior of
Queensland differ as widely from the character and
resources of the coast as the north differs from the
south .  Between them there is the barrier of the great
Coast Range . This  range is a continuation of the
mountain chain which runs through all the eastern
colonies of Australia in a line more or less parallel
with the line of the coast, rocks of the same formation
occurring again towards the northern part of the
South Australian border .  The Queensland portion of
it approaches in places ,  as at Cairns, to within a few
miles of the sea, and recedes in others far enough to
encircle considerable tracts of flat coast country, while
its outlying spurs on the western side almost bridge
the colony in the Herberton and Georgetown district
towards the southern shore of the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Yet, notwithstanding these irregularities ,  it creates on
the whole throughout its length a distinct dividing line



IV

PASTORAL QUEENSLAND

BLACKALL, WESTERN QUEENSLAND.

IT is difficult to imagine a more absolute antidote
for the too much London from which so many people
suffer at home than a five hundred miles drive through

the Queensland bush with the thermometer hovering
round ioo deg. in the shade, and breezes, scented by
their passage over half a continent of grass, cooling

the otherwise unendurable heat. The buggy in which
you drive has an awning, a " station hand " canters

after you with horses to select a change from-if you
can catch them-when yours are tired, and for your-
self there is nothing to do but to jog quietly over
the mileage from sunrise to sunset with the assurance
of station hospitality at the end of the day. The

stages are long, for the stations are wide apart and

there is nowhere to stop midway, but the roads here
are not like South African roads. They are tracks

that run smooth and firm over rolling plains, where
at any moment you might, with a very small stretch



VI

THE QUEENSLANI) SEPARATION QUESTION

BRISBANE.

THE politics of Queensland arc so entirely the out-
come of the development of its natural resources that
to speak of them intelligibly without first describing
the country as it is would be almost impossible. With
few exceptions ,  the best men in the colony are em-
ployed in developing it. They are not in politics,
and take little interest in political movements ,  unless
the prosperity of the industry in which they are
engaged is in some way affected .  Most political
questions have their origin in the material necessities
of at least one section of the community. If these are
or seem to be at variance with the interests of other
portions of the community ,  the movement which
springs from them becomes a subject for contest,
which is more or less hotly and generally maintained
in proportion to the number of people affected. No
political interest is long sustained unless it involves
material loss and gain .  None can touch material ad-
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vantage without becoming a matter of importance.

A theory of federation falls duly on the public ear.
The mass of the electorate is just as indifferent as it
is willing to vote either way.

But a question of coloured labour, which involves
the life or death of the sugar industry, will bring a
number of the most influential men in the country at
fighting heat to the polls. Planters, of course, desire
it, the mass of the mining population living and

working in districts where white labour is perfectly
possible are opposed to a practice which will, they

believe, tend to lower alike the dignity of labour and

the rate of wages. The introduction-of coloured races
becomes a question between labour and capital, and
is fought on that ground with certain modifications.

Some of the labourers are beginning to promise the
double advantage of encouraging a thriving industry
which gives employment to a great deal of skilled

white labour in the factories and of passing in-

dividually from the condition of employed, in which
they now are, to that of employers of the new cheap
labour, which under the small farming system they

can easily become. On the other hand, some of the
capitalists, who are not personally interested in trop-

ical agriculture, are disposed to vote against the
introduction of servile peoples upon a continent of

which the population and the customs, notwith-

standing the existence of a few aborigines, are for all
practical purposes purely European. They fear that

the small beginning may result in complications of
such magnitude as those with which the United States
are now called upon to deal.



General Tips

for searching and getting more from Archive CD Books products

• update to version 6 or later of Adobe Reader at www.adobe.com for the best searching capability.

• enter the MINIMUM number of characters needed to bring up the search results required

• use Adobe Reader to do some trial searches to try to identify the characters that may be misread. These can show
up in the extra text in the search results list. A few minutes trial will help you to avoid using characters that are
more prone to being misread, e.g. try entering "rederi" if you want "Frederick", but find that the letters "F" "c" and "k" 
are sometimes misread.

• use the "Match whole word" option to eliminate unnecessary items in your results list, e.g. to eliminate all the
blacksmiths and tinsmiths etc when you only want the name Smith

• use the "Match case" option when you want to eliminate all the occupations "smith" if you only want the name
"Smith"

• Don’t just search for names. Search the book for other names, places and subjects of interest:
• look for others of the same name

• look for others who lived in the same place or street

• who was the postmaster or police officer in the town?

• how often and at what time did the coach arrive in town?

• what churches were there and what time were services held?

• what other activities were there in the community?

• look for others who had the same occupation or other interests

All of this and more may be available in a seemingly mundane book such as a directory. Learn much of the background 
of life at the time, even if your ancestor is not listed there.
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